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RECOMMENDATION
For information only, review draft Integrated Resource Plan.
BACKGROUND
On January 28, 2019, the Public Utilities Board (Board) adopted Alameda Municipal Power's
(AMP) Strategic Plan that made a commitment to sustainability with the promise to deliver and
maintain 100 percent clean energy resources by 2020 and beyond. An Integrated Resource Plan
(IRP) is listed as the first tactic to support AMP’s 100 percent clean energy commitment.
DISCUSSION
AMP has developed a draft IRP that provides a policy framework for determining AMP’s longterm resource needs. AMP staff is seeking feedback from the Board on the draft IRP. AMP staff
will incorporate feedback and return in the fall seeking the Board’s acceptance of a final
Integrated Resource Plan.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
There is no financial impact at this time. Financial considerations will be presented when staff
brings back a final IRP document.
LINKS TO BOARD POLICY AND OBJECTIVES
AMP Strategic Plan
1. Issue: Sustainability, Strategy 1, Tactic 1
EXHIBITS
A.
B.

Draft Integrated Resource Plan Presentation
Draft Integrated Resource Plan
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BACKGROUND
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Overview of AMP’s IRP
An IRP is a policy framework for meeting long- term resource
needs.

Balance Reliability, Cost and
Environment
Meet All Regulatory
Requirements
Meet AMP’s Strategic Plan
Objectives
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IRP History
• Staff last presented an IRP 2015
‒ Focused on 10-Year Time-Frame from 2016-2025
‒ Provided load-resource balance, discussed regulatory issues
and emerging technologies
‒ Presented potential future resource options

• Senate Bill 350 passed in October 2015
‒ Requires Medium-Sized Publicly Owned Utilities (POUs) to
submit IRPs to the California Energy Commission (CEC).
‒ AMP is exempt from the IRP requirement.

• AMP Strategic Plan adopted in January 2019
‒ IRP instrumental in achieving AMP’s sustainability goals.
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Current Landscape
Ensuring System and Local Reliability
has become more complex

Higher needs for flexible generation
State-Wide Wildfires

AMP adopted a 100% carbon-free policy starting in 2020
Load projections are lower compared
to last IRP

Future load-growth expected due to
electrification of transportation and buildings,
new development

AMP added new resources to its portfolio – Silicon Valley Power (SVP)
Contract
Low Market Prices
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AMP’S LONG-TERM LOAD/RESOURCE
OUTLOOK
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Fiscal Year (FY) 2021 Load Forecast
FY 2021 Load Forecast Scenarios
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Likely

High

• The FY21 load forecast
expected load to grow
by approximately 7% in
the next 10 years.
• Electrification of
transportation and
buildings and new
developments will drive
AMP’s load growth.
• The current coronavirus
crisis has impacted
AMP’s load.

AMP’s Current Resource Portfolio

AMP
Contracts,
37%

WAPA,
10%

Northern California Power Agency (NCPA)
Resources
• Calaveras Hydro Project
• NCPA Geothermal Plants 1 & 2
• NCPA Combustion Turbine 1 (CT1)
• 2 units in Alameda, 1 unit in Lodi
• NCPA Steam Injected Generation (STIG)

NCPA, 53%

AMP Contracts
• Ameresco Landfill Contracts (Butte, Keller
Canyon, Half Moon Bay, Santa Cruz)
• Avangrid (High Winds)
• Henwood (Graeagle -Small Hydro)
• SVP Winter Contract
Western Area Power Authority (WAPA)
• Central Valley Project (CVP)
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Expected Retirements/Contract End Dates
Resource Name

Fuel Type

Ownership Type

Central Valley Project1
Santa Cruz
SVP Winter Contract
Butte County
High Winds
Keller Canyon
Half Moon Bay
Graeagle Small Hydro
NCPA Geothermal Plant 1
NCPA Geothermal Plant 2
Calaveras Hydro Project

Hydro
Landfill Gas
Geothermal
Landfill Gas
Wind
Landfill Gas
Landfill Gas
Hydro
Geothermal
Geothermal
Hydro
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Solar

PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
PPA

Combustion Turbine 2 - STIG2
3
Combustion Turbine 1
4
Doolittle

Contract End FY21 Capacity
Date
(MW)
2024
2025
2027
2027
2028
2029
2029
2030
2040

1&4: Central Valley Project and Doolittle Solar are included as part of AMP’s portfolio in 2030.
2&3: CT1 and STIG are assumed to be out of AMP’s portfolio by 2030.
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14.2
1.5
1.9
1.7
5.1
10.0
8.9
25.3
9.4
15.4
-

FY21
Projected
Energy (GWH)
36.0
9.5
36.3
11.9
18.9
14.9
42.3
2.2
73.0
58.0
49.8
2.9
1.5
3.5 (2021)

Future of NCPA Combustion Turbines
• NCPA STIG will reach end of life after 2026. NCPA has begun
to evaluate potential generation options at the site after
STIG’s retirement.
• NCPA CT1 project is being evaluated for it’s cost-effectiveness
– California Independent System Operator (CAISO) relies heavily on
Alameda CTs for local reliability and balancing intermittent
renewables.
– Alameda CTs provide increased flexibility to the City in the
scenario where AMP is reduced to a single transmission source.
– Exempt from Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Mandatory Reporting
o 2019 Capacity Factor: 1%

– Future decisions will be dependent on agreement between all
participants.
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Load and Resource Balance
500
450
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Given uncertainty in
forecasts, AMP does not
plan to meet all load with
long-term contracts.

Energy Balance

AMP will procure new
resources to meet long
term energy needs
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~175 GWh

GWh
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Geothermal
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Hydro

Landfill Gas

Wind

SVP

Short-term Clean Purchases

Likely load

CAISO Resource Capacity Requirements
Resource Capacity Balance

• AMP is required by CAISO to
have enough resource capacity
to meet its highest loads plus
contingency.
• AMP’s current capacity needs
are primarily met with
baseload renewables and
dispatchable resources.
• Intermittent renewables
provide limited resource
capacity during peak hours.
• AMP will need to balance its
energy needs with capacity
needs in the long-term.
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Resource Planning Timeframes
Short-Term
Procurement

Transition
Period

Long-Term Procurement

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

2035

2040

2045

• Short-Term Procurement

– Meet near-term load growth and any unexpected generation shortfalls.

• Transition Period

– As some contracts drop off, short-term and/or long-term procurement
may be used.

• Long-Term Procurement

– Replace expiring contracts and meet any sustained load growth.
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FUTURE RESOURCE OPTIONS
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Net Short in 2030
o A combination of resources will be needed to fill the need
•

Baseload, day-time and night-time energy

o Higher levels of generation needed in winter months
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Energy Efficiency
• First in the loading order of resources in the state’s policy vision,
Energy Action Plan first published in 2003, last updated in 2008.
• Senate Bill 1037 in 2005 established into Public Utilities Code 9615
that POUs first acquire EE and demand reduction resources that are
cost-effective, reliable, and feasible.
• Assembly Bill 2021 in 2006 required all POUS to develop 10-year
estimates and targets for all potentially achievable, cost-effective
energy efficiency saving every four years.
– AMP last filed a 10-year plan with CEC in 2017. Targets are included in AMP’s load forecast.
– Additionally, AMP has included expected efficiency savings of new developments under
Title 24 building code as well as savings for all customers due to codes and standards
improvements.

• AMP has budgeted over $1.3M on Energy Efficiency programs in FY21
with additional funds going towards building and transportation
electrification.
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Resource Options
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Resource Considerations
• To most closely match AMP’s load
hour-by-hour throughout the
year there are limitations on the
amount of any given resource
that can be procured.
• All resources will be evaluated for
cost-effectiveness and portfolio
fit.
• AMP will also consider diversity
of resource portfolio – diversity of
location, technology, dispatch
profile, size etc. Both as a means
of balancing load and managing
portfolio risk.
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General Order of Portfolio Fit1
1. Energy Efficiency
2. Winter-Only Resources
3. Baseload Resources
4. Wind or Solar + Storage
5. Solar
A single resource from this list is
not able to meet all of AMP’s
resource needs.

1

Baseload - Geothermal, Landfill, Small Hydro
Average Daily Net Short Profile
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Resource Need

0

• Pros
– Flat profile is best suited to
meet minimum hourly
needs throughout the year
– Provides good capacity
value

• Cons
– Medium/low risk of
curtailment

Intermittent - Wind
Average Daily Net Short Profile
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Wind Generation

Resource Need

0

New PPA Cost-> $40 – 60/MWh
• Pros
– May be used to meet peak
and night-time needs

• Cons
– Intermittent resource
– Provides little capacity value
– Low risk of curtailment

Intermittent - Solar
New PPA Cost-> $ 25 – 40/MWh
Average Daily Net Short Profile
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Baseload Generation

Wind Generation

Solar Generation

Resource Need

0

• Pros
– Most abundant renewable
resource

• Cons

– Without storage, much of
the solar output will not
match AMP’s hourly shape
– Intermittent resource
– Provides little capacity value
– High risk of curtailment

Storage
Average Daily Net Short Profile

0.25

New PPA Cost-> $ 70 – 110/MWh
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40

• Pros
– When paired with solar, better fit for
hourly needs.
• Typically <30% of solar output is made
available to be shifted by storage.
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– Contracts also available for capacityonly.

• Cons
– Does not address energy shortfalls,
PPA price is the cost to shift energy.
– Not effective for seasonal balancing
of energy.
– Technology maturity.
– Some contracts restrict storage to
block charging and discharging.

Winter-only Clean Resources
New PPA Cost-> $ 60 – 90/MWh
• Pros

– Winter-only resources can help with AMP’s
seasonal energy balancing needs

• Cons

– A unique contract structure that may be difficult
to find offers in the market
• We are currently under contract with Silicon Valley
Power for 10MW of renewable energy in the winter
months through 2027
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Distributed Energy Resources
• AMP is moving forward with local solar at Doolittle Landfill
• Customer-Sited solar and storage are encouraged through AMP’s
Eligible Renewable Generation (ERG) interconnection process
• Pros

– Avoid transmission charges
– Reduce RA requirements
– May help with load shaping

• Cons
–
–
–
–
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Lack of available space in Alameda
High cost of development may exceed transmission and RA savings
Can’t be relied upon for resiliency
High interconnection costs

OTHER RESOURCES AND
UPCOMING DECISIONS
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COTP and SOT
California-Oregon Transmission Project (COTP)
• AMP laid off it’s share of the project in 2014 for 25
years.
• AMP still responsible at the end of the layoff term for a
portion of the cost of capital additions and
replacements made during the term.
South of Tesla (SOT) Agreement
• Transmission Agency of Northern California (TANC)
renders Tesla-Midway Transmission Service (TMTS).
• Allocations can be used to wheel power from SP15.
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WAPA Contract Extension
WAPA Contract Extension
• Current Contract expires in 2024
• Staff is evaluating extension of the current WAPA contract for CVP for another 30
years
Pros
• Low Cost resource
• Provides resource capacity value
• Good Portfolio Fit
Cons
• Uncertainty around Central Valley Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) costs
• Complex resource which requires significant time commitment from NCPA and
AMP staff
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AMP’s Landfill Contracts
Several of AMP’s landfill contracts will expire in the next
few years

Staff will be evaluating these contracts for extensions

Baseload Resources are an
important part of AMP’s
portfolio

High resource capacity value
Flat Profile helps meet
minimum hourly load
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Procurement Strategy Framework
• Manage load/resource balance through short-term
renewable energy purchases through 2025

– High levels of over/under procurement can add unnecessary
costs

• Initiate procurement of long-term resources two to three
years in advance of identified need or 2023 – 2025.
– Long term targets should be updated every year

• Evaluate new resource procurement/contract extension
options for cost-effectiveness and portfolio-fit
• Consider diversity of resource portfolio – diversity of
location, technology, dispatch profile, size etc.
30

Conclusion and Next Steps
• Staff is seeking feedback on the IRP and proposes the following
next steps
Next Steps
• Staff will finalize the IRP in the Fall
• Staff will continue to move Doolittle Solar forward with an
appearance at the Planning Commission scheduled for September
• Staff will seek WAPA contract extension
• Staff will initiate discussions with counterparties for possible
extension of existing landfill contracts
• Staff will evaluate new resources with NCPA through it’s ongoing
Renewables Request For Proposals (RFP)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Alameda Municipal Power’s (AMP) Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) is a dynamic document for
developing a portfolio of power supply resources to provide safe, reliable, environmentally
sustainable, and cost-effective electricity services. This document will change and grow in
response to various inputs over the years that include direction from the Public Utilities Board
(PUB), changes in California’s legislation, grid challenges, and AMP’s strategic direction.
AMP’s 2020 IRP focuses on the 25-year period from 2021-2045, staff has used 2030 as the base
study year to determine resource needs and evaluate solutions. This particular year was chosen
by staff as it serves as an important target year for several state policy goals related to clean
energy and electrification of transportation. Additionally, in the next 10 years, several of AMP’s
Purchased Power Agreements (PPAs) are set to expire, therefore, 2030 is an important year to
understand AMP’s long-term resource needs. Staff has identified a significant need for new
resources in the study year and will follow the following framework for new resource
procurement (Figure 1).

Figure 1: New Resource Procurement Timeline
i. Short-Term Procurement: Meet near-term load growth and any unexpected
generation shortfalls.
ii. Transition Period: As some resource contracts drop off, short-term and/or long-term
procurement may be used.
iii. Long-Term Procurement: Replace expiring contracts and meet any sustained load
growth.
Additionally, staff will follow the following guidelines for future resource procurement:
•
•

Maintain AMP’s commitment to providing 100 percent clean energy.
AMP will engage in incremental procurement of new resources to avoid costs due to
over/under procurement.
Page | 1
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•
•
•

New resources will be evaluated against a series of criteria: cost, seasonality, hourly
portfolio fit, Resource Adequacy (RA) value, clean energy profile, and ability to meet
AMP’s current and future customer load profile.
AMP will procure a diverse set of resources to minimize risk exposure, with emphasis on
diversity of location, technology, dispatch profile, and counterparty.
AMP will leverage its longstanding relationship with NCPA and its members to
collaborate on resource opportunities
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1.

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE
1.1.

The City of Alameda & Alameda Municipal Power

The City of Alameda is an island community made up of residential neighborhoods and
commercial areas that occupies 22.8 square miles located in the San Francisco Bay area,
to the south of the City of Oakland. The city is connected physically to Oakland by three
bridges and a tunnel and offers ferry services to San Francisco from multiple locations.
The U.S. Census Bureau estimated the population of Alameda was 77,624 in its most
recent update in July 2019, marking an increase of 5% since the 2010 census. The
monthly average number of AMP residential customers for Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 was
31,201 and the monthly average number of total AMP customers was 35,387. Most of
AMP’s non-residential customers are small commercial, general service users. Alameda
has relatively few medium to large commercial customers, and no industrial customers.
AMP was founded in 1887, making it the oldest municipal electric utility in California,
and one of the oldest public utilities in the nation. AMP owns local distribution lines and
has joint ownership of generation and transmission resources with other municipally
owned utility members of the Northern California Power Agency (NCPA), a joint powers
agency.
AMP is governed by the Public Utilities Board (PUB), which, by City Charter, shall
consist of five members, one of whom shall be the City Manager. The Public Utilities
Board shall carry out the duties as set forth in Article XII of the City Charter 1.The PUB
oversees AMP’s operations and policies including its resource mix, customer programs,
and financial and compliance practices.
In 2019, the City Council adopted the Climate Action & Resiliency Plan (CARP) to
address climate change and mitigate the effects on the city. AMP has a long-standing
commitment to clean energy resources that will play a significant role in the
implementation of the CARP. AMP’s clean resource mix has played a major role in
reducing Alameda’s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) footprint. The IRP incorporates CARP’s
electrification goals into the load forecast and identifies the possible portfolio of clean
resources to manage Alameda’s future electricity demands.

1.2.

AMP’s 2015 IRP and the Changing Utility Landscape

The IRP is a dynamic document that provides the framework for meeting AMP’s longterm resource needs. AMP’s last IRP, published in 2015, had various structural
differences from the current IRP. The 2015 IRP included AMP’s load-resource balances,
1

Alameda City Charter, Article X, Section 10-3.
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discussion on regulatory issues and emerging technologies, and proposed potential future
resource options over a ten-year timeframe through 2025. This IRP focuses on a longer
timeframe from 2021-2045, includes a detailed analysis of AMP’s load shapes and
identifies resource characteristics that are important to develop a balanced long-term
portfolio. The longer timeframe was specifically included to understand longer term
impacts of electrification of transportation and buildings to AMP’s overall load.
Additionally, this plan lays out a framework for evaluation of new resources and
decisions related to existing resources.
The rapid pace of change in the electric utility landscape has led to new considerations
for AMP’s resource planning process. Due to the prominent wildfire risk in California
and the increasing regulatory requirements to purchase renewable resources, system and
local reliability have become key elements for utilities and the California Independent
System Operator (CAISO). In addition, industry trends in energy efficiency,
electrification, and distributed energy resources have led to new energy use patterns and a
changing relationship between the utility and its customers. These trends have distinct
impacts on distribution system planning, resource procurement and dynamic ratemaking.
Altogether, the combination of these trends along with other market factors has also
resulted in a downtrend in electricity market prices.

1.3.

Recent Accomplishments

Since 2015, a couple milestone events have occurred that influenced this iteration of the
IRP. These include technological improvements and policy changes:
i. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Installation: AMP replaced
approximately 36k meters with state-of-the-art smart meters. AMI meters provide
granular data with energy usage at fifteen-minute intervals. Access to detailed
customer usage data has dramatically improved AMP’s capabilities, ranging from
peak load analysis, rate analysis such as Time of Use, to future projections for
emerging technologies.
ii. 100 percent clean energy starting in 2020: In February 2019, the PUB adopted
AMP’s 2020-2025 Strategic Plan, including a commitment to maintain 100% clean
energy. Much of the analysis in this IRP will focus on meeting Alameda’s resource
needs through cost-efficient carbon-free sources.

1.4.

Legislative & Regulatory Background

As a publicly owned utility (POU) in the state of California AMP is subject to state
legislation and is accountable to several regulatory bodies. The key regulatory bodies
include the California Energy Commission (CEC) and the California Air Resource Board
(CARB).
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Of most significance to AMP’s resource procurement is the state’s renewable portfolio
standard (RPS) law. The RPS law has evolved since its initial inception and now requires
utilities meet 60 percent of sales with eligible renewables by 2030 and 100 percent of
sales by zero-carbon resources by 2045. The RPS also requires a significant amount of
generation resources to be under contract for greater than 10 years. Given AMP’s existing
and historical commitments to clean energy and NCPA’s risk management policies, AMP
does not anticipate any challenges in complying with RPS.
To help shape new legislative and regulatory mandates AMP actively participates in
regional, statewide, and national forums that advocate for efficient regulation and local
autonomy. Primary advocacy is through the California Municipal Utilities Association
(CMUA), NCPA, and the American Public Power Association (APPA).

1.5.

Purpose & Methodology

The IRP is a planning document that is used to provide a policy framework for AMP’s
long-term resource needs. AMP’s resource planning principles include the following
objectives:
• to balance reliability, environmental benefits, and cost-effectiveness.
• to meet all regulatory requirements.
• and, to meet the goals outlined in AMP’s Strategic Plan.
The specific goals under this framework include: meeting the California Independent
System Operator (CAISO) Resource Adequacy requirements for reliability; meeting
eighty percent (80%) of AMP’s long-term energy needs with long-term contracts, an
incremental approach for resource procurement; meeting AMP’s Strategic Plan goals of
providing one-hundred percent (100%) carbon-free energy beyond 2020; and maintaining
rates fifteen percent (15%) below Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) and ten percent (10%)
below neighboring Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs).
The IRP incorporates historic and forecasted data from internal sources, NCPA, CAISO,
forecasting metrics and assumptions from various private and public organizations and
agencies, and the analyses of the Energy Resources Planning (ERP) group. ERP staff
explored the key impacts to AMP’s system loads and developed individual forecasts for
various load modifiers to synthesize an overall system load forecast with high, low, and
mid-case scenarios.
The planning outcomes and recommendations provided are primarily informational in the
context of this document. Staff will bring individual contracts to the PUB for review and
approval.
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2.

ENERGY AND PEAK DEMAND FORECASTS

AMP’s most recent Load Forecast 2 uses recent trends of energy sales, losses and assumptions for
various load modifiers such as, customer growth, Distributed Generation (DG), Electric
Vehicles (EVs), Energy Efficiency (EE) and Building Electrification (BE) to forecast sales and
load for each customer class. In this forecast, Staff expects a load of 437 GWh in 2045, a 21%
increase from the 362 GWh anticipated in 2021. This steady but significant load growth is
mainly driven by new development, EVs and BE. At this time, staff has not included impacts due
to the coronavirus crisis, however, AMP has enough resources in the short term to meet the
current load projections.
i. New Development: AMP expects to add over 2,000 new residential customers and
significant commercial floor space growth over the next five-years as developments
at Alameda Point, Harbor Bay Business Park, and other coastal areas continue.
ii. Electric Vehicles (EVs): Alameda’s load from residential and commercial EVs is
projected to grow to over 50 GWh by 2045 from the approximately 4 GWh currently.
While there are limited opportunities for commercial EV fleet charging in Alameda,
AMP still expects significant increases in the future.
iii. Building Electrification (BE): California policymakers and local jurisdictions are
increasingly focused on moving away from natural gas. The resulting switch from
natural gas to electricity for new construction and the retrofit of existing buildings
will be the key driver for load growth after 2030. Electrifying space heating, water
heating and clothes dryers of an average Alameda home will increase their annual
energy use by approximately 2,900 – 4,200 kWh/year. Earlier this year we increased
the heap pump water heater rebate to $1,500 to encourage adoption. An approximate
estimate of kWh usage for major household appliances is shown in Table 1 below.

Appliance

KWh/household/Year

Space heating
Water heating
Dryer
Table 1: Annual Usage by Appliance

1,765
1,558
182

The graph below (Figure 2) shows the Load growth from 2021 to 2045 by class.

2

The Board approved FY 2021 forecast only goes until 2040. Staff used the Board approved forecast and extended
it to 2045 for this analysis.
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Figure 2: Load Forecast by Customer Class
On top of increasing overall load, much of the above factors are also expected to impact
Alameda’s peak demand periods. As shown below, the demand 3 is projected to rise from 62 MW
to over 80 MW in 2045 (Fig. 3). AMP’s peak typically happens in the winter season due to
significant heating load.

Figure 3: Peak Load Forecast (2021 – 2045)
3

The peak demand in Figure 3 depicts coincident peak for Alameda’s system, or the peak during the time when the
system demand is at its highest. Alameda’s system peak occurs during the early evening, whereas EV loads peak at
night, building electrification loads peak during the day, and new development peak loads coincide with the system
peak. With these individual peak demands distributed throughout the day, the impact on peak demand is less
pronounced compared to the impact on aggregate load and non-coincident peak demand (the sum of individual
maximum demands regardless of the time they occurred).
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Over the years, AMP staff expects significant increases in load and only slight changes to AMP’s
hourly load shapes with the evening peak shifting to later hours in the day with increasing
amounts of load due to electrification of transportation and buildings (Fig. 4). A detailed
discussion around the development of AMP’s load shapes is summarized in Appendix A.

Figure 4: Maximum Hourly Demand (2021 – 2045)
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3.

MEETING RESOURCE AND CAPACITY NEEDS

To reliably serve its customers whose usage varies by season, month, day and hour, AMP must
have access to energy resources that are available to meet those needs. This requires that AMP’s
resource portfolio consists of resources with different operating characteristics, which are
determined by the resource’s electric generating capacity (or availability), reliability, cost, and
generation profile.

3.1.

Current AMP Resources

As shown below in Table 2, AMP is currently under contract with or owns a percentage
share of a number of hydro, landfill gas, geothermal, wind, and natural gas resources.

Resource Name
4

Central Valley Project
Santa Cruz
SVP Winter Contract
Butte County
High Winds
Keller Canyon
Half Moon Bay
Graeagle Small Hydro
NCPA Geothermal Plant 1
NCPA Geothermal Plant 2
Calaveras Hydro Project
5
Combustion Turbine 2 - STIG
5
Combustion Turbine 1
4
Doolittle

Fuel Type

Ownership Type

Contra
ct End
Date

Hydro
Landfill Gas
Geothermal
Landfill Gas
Wind
Landfill Gas
Landfill Gas
Hydro
Geothermal
Geothermal
Hydro
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Solar

PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
PPA
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
Participant Owner
PPA

2024
2025
2027
2027
2028
2029
2029
2030
2040

FY21
Capacity
(MW)
14.2
1.5
1.9
1.7
5.1
10.0
8.9
25.3
9.4
15.4
-

FY21
Projected
Energy
(GWH)
36.0
9.5
36.3
11.9
18.9
14.9
42.3
2.2
73.0
58.0
49.8
2.9
1.5
3.5 (2021)

Table 2: AMP’s Current Resources
AMP relies on NCPA to manage our portfolio of resources on a day-to-day basis. NCPA
performs the role of a Scheduling Coordinator and optimizes the member resources to
maximize value and reliability. On a day-ahead basis NCPA will bid or self-schedule into
the CAISO market (see Section 5.1) all of AMP’s resources and AMP’s expected load for
the next day. CAISO will then publish bid results and generation instructions for NCPA
to follow.
4
5

Central Valley Project and Doolittle Solar are included as part of AMP’s portfolio in 2030.
Combustion Turbine 1 and STIG are assumed to be out of AMP’s portfolio by 2030.
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3.2.

Load-Resource Balance (Energy)

Figure 5 shows AMP’s load-resource balance for annual energy needs for the planning
horizon (2021-2045). Many of AMP’s Purchased Power Agreements (PPAs) will be
expiring within the next 10 years and AMP will be looking to fill the need by either
renegotiating existing PPAs and/or adding new resources to its portfolio.

Figure 5: Energy Balance (2021 – 2045) 6
3.3.

CAISO Resource Capacity Requirements

In the wake of the California energy crisis, the state moved to adopt resource capacity
requirements known as resource adequacy (RA) requirements to ensure load-serving
entities (LSEs) have sufficient physical generation capacity to meet their monthly peak
demands. Under CAISO’s tariff requirements, NCPA submits to CAISO, on behalf of
AMP, an annual and month-ahead compliance filing for RA resources. Generation
resources contribute to RA requirements through their ability to meet peak load
requirements, local reliability, and the ability to ramp up and down quickly. Figure 6
shows AMP’s RA balance over the planning horizon (2021-2045). AMP’s current RA
requirements are primarily met with baseload (geothermal, landfill gas) and dispatchable
(hydro, natural gas) resources. After the retirement of NCPA Combustion Turbines
(CTs), AMP will need new resources to meet RA obligations in the future. In practice,
baseload and dispatchable resources are much more effective at meeting RA
requirements than intermittent renewables.
6

AMP’s 100% clean energy portfolio is tracked and reported through California Energy Commission’s Annual
Power Source Disclosure Report and AMP’s Power Content Label is published on AMP’s website.
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Figure 6: Resource Adequacy Balance
There are three different types of RA requirements:
i. System & Local Capacity: System capacity is an RA requirement for utilities to meet
their annual and monthly peak demands plus a reserve margin with few limitations on
resource location. Local capacity is an RA requirement for utilities to meet a portion
of their monthly coincident peak demands with resources within their local area.
Local capacity is important for meeting minimum generation constraints in local
areas due to limitations in transmission capacity. The amount of local capacity
required is determined annually by the CAISO. Unlike many utilities, AMP has
sufficient resources to meet local and system capacity requirements. In fact, AMP is
frequently in a surplus situation and is a net seller, which generates significant
revenues for ratepayers. AMP projects local and system capacity shortfalls with the
retirement of the CTs.
ii. Flexible Capacity: Flexible capacity is the newest RA requirement for utilities in
place since 2015. Flexible resources can be dispatched rapidly to meet big swings in
load because of intermittent renewables. The category was largely introduced to
address the evening drop-off in solar production that requires many generation
resources to quickly ramp-up to cover the evening peaks. The amount of flexible
capacity required is also determined annually by CAISO modeling. AMP’s flexible
capacity requirements are met by NCPA hydro and CTs.
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3.4.

Future of NCPA Combustion Turbines (CTs)

AMP has a 19 percent ownership share of the NCPA Steam Injected Generation (STIG)
facility and pays this portion of the total project costs. The STIG runs on natural gas,
though due to its age it does not operate very frequently and currently only provides
valuable capacity value. In its most recent budget, NCPA presented a ten-year forecast
with plans to decommission STIG after 2026. As the unit has aged over the years, it is
becoming harder to find parts and vendors who can repair/maintain the unit. As a result,
NCPA staff have recommended to decommission the unit after its debt is paid off in
2026. NCPA staff have engaged the members to determine if the site can be utilized for
new generation projects.
AMP owns 21.82 percent of the NCPA Combustion Turbine 1 (CT1) project and pays
this portion of the total project costs. Like STIG, AMP relies on CT1 to meet resource
capacity needs. The project consists of three units. Two units are in Alameda and a third
unit is in Lodi.
NCPA CT1 Alameda units are heavily relied upon by the CAISO for local reliability and
balancing intermittent renewables. In 2019, CT1 Alameda units were started 201 times,
which is a significant increase from only a few years ago. Even though the unit is an
important resource for local reliability it is typically only called to run for a few hours at
a time, giving it a limited capacity factor of 1%. The overall GHG emissions associated
with the units are similarly very low. The units in Alameda also provide increased
flexibility for the island in a Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS) event by Pacific Gas
and Electric (PG&E) or in a situation where there is an outage on one of the transmission
lines to the island. Given that the unit provides important services for the grid, any
decisions on the future of the unit will depend on an evaluation performed by all NCPA
participants. For the purposes of AMP’s IRP, staff has assumed that the CT1 resource
will be unavailable to AMP starting in 2030.
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4.

PLANNING SCENARIOS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on current projections 7, AMP currently has enough capacity to meets its load through
2025 with some additional short-term clean purchases to balance short-term variations in load
and resources. Beyond 2025, projected load begins to surpass available resources as AMP’s
long-term PPAs begin to expire. The procurement of additional carbon free resources will be
necessary to meet AMP’s commitment to provide 100 percent clean energy. AMP’s procurement
strategy for the medium to long-term resource planning process will enable AMP to meet all
reliability, regulatory and strategic planning objectives through 2030 and beyond. Figure 7
below, demonstrates AMP’s long-term resource planning process timeline.

Figure 7: Resource Procurement Timeline
1. Short-Term Procurement: Meet near-term load growth and any unexpected generation
shortfalls.
2. Transition Period: As some contracts drop off, short-term and/or long-term procurement
may be used.
3. Long-Term Procurement: Replace expiring contracts and meet any sustained load
growth.
Short-term procurement is an important tool to aid utilities to avoid the incremental costs of
over-procurement. Each year AMP renews its load forecast taking into consideration the latest
information with often large differences just a few years out. AMP continues to face several key
forecast uncertainties including load growth on Alameda Point, electrification, energy efficiency,
DERs, and now impacts from coronavirus and its potential for lingering effects on the local
economy. In addition to changing loads, supply side characteristics are also changing. Contract
prices and market activity can change rapidly, making it impractical to identify a preferred
portfolio too far in advance.
7

Based on AMP’s most likely load, average hydro output, reasonable assumptions for NCPA unit outages and
AMP’s PPA performance.
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Projecting out to 2030, AMP will require approximately 175,000 MWh or 45 percent of
projected load and 16 MW of additional carbon free resource capacity as determined by an
analysis of AMP’s load and resources on an hourly basis. AMP’s resource need will vary by
season and time of day but generally ranges from a low of an average 15 MW during the early
morning summer hours to highs of an average 43 MW during the evening winter peak season.
Figure 8 below demonstrates the average daily resource need by 2030.

Figure 8: 2030 Average Daily Net Short Shapes by Season

4.1.

Resource Considerations

AMP’s strategic plan commits to the delivery of 100 percent clean energy resources to its
customers. Due to the intermittent nature of many clean energy resources, maintaining
the balance of supply and demand can be challenging and will require a diverse portfolio
of resources to ensure AMP’s sustainability goals are met. Drawing on these guiding
principles, AMP has developed an evaluation framework to assess the strengths of each
resource relative to the same criteria. Below are the highlights of AMP’s assessment of
each resource:
i. Summary Description
ii. Hourly/seasonal portfolio fit: How does the resource meet AMP specific
seasonal, daily, and hourly load?
iii. Costs: What are the industry benchmark costs for this resource?
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iv. Capacity value: Does this resource provide capacity value? If so, will it help
AMP meet its Resource Adequacy requirements?
v. Peak impact: Can the resource quickly respond to demand peaks?
AMP selected these components of potential resources because they are reasonably
reflective of AMP priorities for resource procurement. Each resource was evaluated using
these criteria to reflect meaningful differences between the potential resources.

4.2.

Baseload Resources:

i. Description: Baseload resources are production facilities used to meet some or
all of a utility’s continuous energy demand. AMP’s baseload resources come
from geothermal and landfill gas generation. All landfill contracts expire by 2029.
ii. Hourly/seasonal portfolio fit: Baseload resources produce energy at a constant
rate, except for repairs or scheduled maintenance. The average capacity factor 8 for
baseload resources is generally 90-95 percent. AMP will require baseload
resources to meet resource capacity requirements throughout the year.
iii. Cost: $60 - $90/MWh
iv. Capacity value: Baseload resources provide consistent and high levels of
capacity.
v. Peak impact: Baseload resources do generate during AMP’s peak demand periods
but are typically online for the full day.

4.3.

Winter-only Clean Resources:

i. Description: Winter-only resources are specialized contracts with generation
facilities for energy during winter months only (October through February).
AMP’s current winter-only resources come from a baseload renewable contract
that is primarily geothermal.
ii. Hourly/seasonal portfolio fit: Winter-only resources can provide the additional
energy that AMP needs during winter months. AMP is a winter peaking utility
with the largest needs for additional generation during the winter.
iii. Cost: $60 - $90/MWh
iv. Capacity value: Winter-only resources may provide capacity or Resource
Adequacy value depending on the contract.
v. Peak impact: Winter-only resources may be capable of providing energy during
peak times depending on the types of resources selected.

8

Capacity factor is a measure of how often a power plant runs in a given year as a percentage calculated by dividing
the actual electric output by the maximum possible output.
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4.4.

Intermittent Renewable Resources
4.4.1. Wind

i. Description: The power production of a wind resource is a function of the wind
speed and the technology type of turbine. Wind is considered an intermittent
resource as generation output varies with the speed of the wind at any given time.
ii. Hourly/seasonal portfolio fit: Wind resources provide intermittent power that
varies greatly over a short time scale but is relatively consistent from year to year.
The average capacity factor for wind resources is approximately 20-40%
depending on the location and technology type of the turbine. In California, wind
generation peaks in the evening and early morning with seasonal variation
peaking in the winter months. AMP is a winter and evening peaking utility and
will require additional resources to meet the seasonable/daily load variation.
iii. Cost: $40-$60 per MWh.
iv. Capacity value: Wind resources provide little capacity or Resource Adequacy
value.
v. Peak impact: Wind resources are intermittent and cannot be dispatched to
respond to demand peaks.

4.4.2. Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Resources:
i. Description: The power production of solar PV is dependent on the solar
insolation and the technology type of the PV system. Solar PV generates power
during the daylight hours from approximately 7 am – 6 pm varying by season and
cloud coverage. Solar PV is considered an intermittent resource as it is not able to
be instantly dispatched due to its fluctuating nature.
ii. Hourly/seasonal portfolio fit: Solar PV output is variable but predictable based
on the time of day, season, and location year over year. The average capacity
factor for solar PV is approximately 20-30% depending on the location and
technology type. Power production begins with the rising of the sun, peaking
around mid-day and ends when the sun sets in the evening. Solar PV production
is much lower during the winter season. AMP is a winter and evening peaking
utility with minimal need for additional daytime energy.
iii. Cost: $25-$40/MWh
iv. Capacity value: Solar PV provides little capacity or Resource Adequacy value.
v. Peak impact: Solar PV resources are intermittent and cannot respond to demand
peaks.

4.4.3. Solar plus Storages Resources:
i. Description: Solar plus battery storage technologies can store solar energy for
later use. Solar plus storage is considered a hybrid intermittent and dispatchable
resource as it pairs an intermittent resource (solar) with a dispatchable resource
(battery storage).
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ii. Hourly/seasonal portfolio fit: The ability to store solar generation during times
of over production can help AMP balance supply and demand. Solar plus storage
technology can help balance AMP load in the intra-hour timeframe but has
limited capacity to store electricity seasonally.
iii. Cost: An additional $21 - $33/MWh to shift up to 30% of the solar output.
iv. Capacity value: Solar plus storage can provide high levels of resource capacity
and resource adequacy.
v. Peak impact: Solar plus storage resources are considered dispatchable and can
respond to demand peaks.

4.5.

Product Evaluation:

There is not any single technology that will meet all of AMP’s resource needs while
maintaining reliability, environmental benefits, cost-effectiveness, and risk management.
AMP will look to procure a portfolio of resources to balance costs with hourly and
seasonal resource needs.
Figure 9 below is an illustrative example of a portfolio of a carbon free resources
portfolio that could meet AMP strategic and regulatory compliance goals. The exact
quantity and cost of AMP’s long-term resource mix will need to be identified and
procured several years in advance of the expected implementation period between 2025
and 2030.

Figure 9: Example Resource Mix
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4.6.

Other Resources - Demand Side Management

Energy efficiency (EE) 9 refers to customer technologies and behaviors that reduce enduse energy consumption, while demand response (DR) refers to interruptible loads that
can be shed to reduce peak capacity in times of need. EE provides load and demand
reductions on a long-term and relatively constant basis, whereas DR provides short-term
demand reductions. EE is most often focused on building efficiencies, such as lighting or
mechanical retrofits, while DR has traditionally been implemented through the
interruption of load for large industrial customers who are compensated for their
participation. AMP and the state of California have a long history of supporting all costeffective, reliable, and feasible EE resources as first in the loading order of resources.
Included in AMP’s load forecast are EE targets for both residential and commercial
sectors based on all potentially achievable, cost-effective energy efficiency measures.
Additionally, AMP has included expected efficiency savings of new developments under
Title 24 building code as well as savings for all customers due to codes and standards
improvements. AMP will spend over $1.3M on EE programs in FY21 with additional
funds going towards building and transportation electrification.

4.7.

Distributed Energy Resources:

Distributed Energy Resource (DERs) are technologies and consumer products, including
distributed generation (DG), smart inverters, distributed battery energy storage, electric
vehicles (EVs) and demand side management (DSM). DG refers to small-scale, behind
the meter (BTM) power resources that generate electricity. DG encompasses many forms
of generating technologies, but the most prominent and growing DG technology is
distributed solar PV installed at customer locations. In accordance with Senate Bill 656 in
1995, AMP created a Net Energy Metering (NEM) rate to incentivize the adoption of
solar. In November 2016, Board approved the successor tariff to NEM, Rider Eligible
Renewable Generation (ERG), after meeting the state’s mandated cap for solar under the
NEM rate. Rider ERG still allows solar generation immediately used by the customer to
be offset at the full retail rate, but any generation that is sent back to AMP is credited at a
calculated avoided renewable energy rate. These adjustments have helped to minimize
cost shifting to non-participating customers and remain near cost-of-service. DG
resources generate electricity as part of the local distribution grid as compared with
traditional, transmission-connected generators. Effectively planning for integrating DERs
into electricity grids and supplies is both a technical and economic challenge for the
electricity industry. Likely due to the decreasing cost and increasing availability of DERs
there is a growing number of customers who are using DERs as the source of their power
to better manage their energy consumption. This trend is likely to accelerate as the cost of
9

Energy Efficiency is first in the loading order of resources in the state’s energy policy vision, Energy Action Plan
first published in 2003, last updated in 2008.
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battery storage, solar PV and EVs continues to fall and also due to customer perceptions
surrounding power interruptions due to wildfires As DER technology advances it may be
necessary to adopt more advanced rate design to continue to recover the cost to serve
these customers and hold non-participating customers harmless.
Local Solar Photovoltaic (PV) and Batteries
Non-traditional resources like local solar PV and batteries may help reduce/meet AMP’s
resource needs and should be evaluated against the criteria laid out earlier: cost, seasonal
and hourly fit, resource capacity value and peak impact. Local utility scale solar projects
avoid costly transmission charges that remote projects will incur, but because of the
economies of scale benefits of remote utility-scale resources most local projects are still
significantly less cost-effective even after taking into consideration avoided transmission
costs. AMP staff have evaluated several potential locations over the years and are
proceeding with final evaluations at Doolittle landfill for a 2 MW solar project. There are
other potential locations though staff has done several detailed reviews and either the cost
is too high or there are numerous restrictions on the use of the land. While there are still
opportunities for additional local resources it is not feasible for local resources to meet
most of our approximately 175GWh of resource needs in 2030.
Electrification of Transportation and Buildings
In the Strategic Plan AMP has committed to supporting opportunities in the
electrification of transportation and buildings to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
In May 2019, the Public Utilities Board (PUB) approved the “Transportation
Electrification Customer Program Implementation Proposal”. Customer programs slated
for implementation in FY 2021 include:
Raising EV Awareness:
• Continue and expand the number of public workshops on EVs
• Expand AMP’s EV web page with real-time cost calculator and car models
• Host “Ride and Drive” events
• Create and annually sponsor “EV Alley” at annual Park St. Classic Car Show
• Install wraps on AMP’s electric vehicles promoting EVs and clean energy (FY
21)
• Continue EV marketing campaign
• Initiate AMP speakers’ bureau
• Partner with community service providers to host EV promotional opportunities
for low-income customers
Proposed Incentives to Reduce EV Purchase Costs:
• Rebates for used EVs with higher rebate amounts for qualified low-income
customers (FY 21)
• Rebates for purchase/lease of workplace electric forklifts (FY 21)
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Proposed Incentives to Reduce EV Operating Costs:
• DC fast chargers at AMP Service Center will be free as of July 1, 2019
• Implementation of a time-of-use rate
Proposed Incentives to Promote Charging Infrastructure:
• Expand existing level 2 home charging station rebate from $500 to $800 to help
offset related permitting and electric infrastructure upgrades in addition to the cost
of the charging station.
• Expand existing level 2 charging stations for multifamily dwellings and
workplaces $3,000 to $5,000 to help offset related permitting and electric
infrastructure upgrades. Provide additional $500 rebate per port for charging
stations with more than one port. Allow multifamily dwellings and workplaces to
substitute two level 1 charging stations for each level 2 charging station.
• Launch a multifamily dwelling level 1 charging station direct install pilot (FY 21)
AMP is working to establish a similar program to the EV implementation plan to promote
Building Electrification and will be seeking PUB approval of the plan during FY 2021.
Depending on the effectiveness of these efforts, electric consumption in Alameda may
increase significantly.

4.8.

Resource Portfolio beyond 2030

For this IRP, staff has included an analysis to forecast the load resource balance and
resource capacity needs beyond 2030 to provide an initial indication of what additional
resources may be required. At this time, given the overall uncertainty beyond 10 years
AMP will mainly focus on replacing expiring contracts in the near-term and will not
focus on resource determinations to cover expected load growth post-2030. Major drivers
of future uncertainty include possible changes to California’s electric grid, AMP’s
customer behavior, and constantly evolving legislative and regulatory changes. Staff will
continue to refresh the analysis in future IRPs as we get closer to additional resource
needs and gain more clarity around the evolving utility landscape.
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5.

TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION
5.1.

California Independent System Operator (CAISO)

The CAISO was created in 1998 in response to California’s restructured wholesale
electricity markets. The CAISO is responsible for maintaining reliability on the electric
grid and operates the current electric market. The CAISO is responsible for the safe and
reliable transportation of electricity via 26,000 circuit miles of transmission lines,
including 80 percent of California’s power grid. As the grid operator, the CAISO ensures
diverse resources have equal access to the transmission network and markets.

5.2.

Transmission Access Charges (TAC)

The CAISO assesses charges to parties that require access to the grid, which are known
as Transmission Access Charges (TAC). As a utility located in CAISO’s territory, AMP
load is subject to these TAC rates based on voltage level. The high voltage (HV) TAC
rate is applied on a per megawatt-hour (MWh) basis to transmission with a voltage of 200
kilovolts (kV) or greater. The low voltage (LV) TAC rate is applied on a per MWh basis
to transmission with a voltage of less than 200 kV. Since AMP is connected to CAISO’s
grid at two 115 kV substations, AMP is subject to both the HV and LV TAC rates for all
incoming MWh. As of January 2020, AMP’s total CAISO costs are at $26 per MWh.
That translates to a greater than 50% increase in transmission costs over the last five
years. Based on CAISO’s forecasts for HV TAC, costs will continue to increase to the
$26 – 30 per MWh range over the next ten years.
AMP can avoid TAC charges on its load in proportion to the output of any local
resources on the island. Today this applies only to AMP’s share of the output from the
Alameda CT1 units. AMP is currently pursuing approval of at least one local solar
resource. Unfortunately, there are limited siting options for large-scale local resources on
the island. AMP’s resource evaluation criteria do consider the transmission savings
granted to local resources.

5.3.

Transmission Agency of Northern California (TANC)

AMP is a member of the Transmission Agency of Northern California (TANC), a joint
powers agency that was established in 1984. Its initial purpose was to participate in the
development of the California-Oregon Transmission Project (COTP). This 340-mile, 500
kV alternating current (AC) transmission line went into service in 1993. It was built
primarily to provide Alameda and other public utilities access to lower cost power from
the Pacific Northwest. TANC is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the
COTP.
CAISO’s market redesign in 2009 changed the electricity market, which greatly eroded
the value of the COTP for Alameda. The traditional electric price differential between the
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northwest and California has decreased to the point that procuring energy between the
northwest in the summer and selling energy to the northwest in the winter has greatly
eroded the value of the COTP for Alameda. As a result, AMP decided to lay off its share
of the COTP for 25 years, effective July 1, 2014. The multiparty layoff contract specifies
that AMP continues to be a member of TANC and has rights to use the transmission line
in 25 years when the layoff contract ends. Staff regularly participates in TANC meetings,
such as the monthly contracts committee, to stay informed on transmission issues
affecting TANC.

5.4.

Wildfire Risk

Pursuant to the Public Utilities Code AMP submitted its first Wildfire Mitigation Plan in
2019 and going forward AMP will submit annually to the California Wildfire Safety
Advisory Board.
AMP is in a region of the state with a low wildfire risk. Alameda is an urban island city
which has no urban-wildland interface resulting in an extremely low threat of utility
associated wildfire. In addition, Alameda is not adjacent to wilderness or a rural area and
therefore, AMP’s overhead electrical lines and equipment do not have a significant risk
of encountering combustible vegetation. Based on a review of local conditions and
historical fires, AMP has determined that its electrical lines and equipment do not pose a
significant risk of catastrophic wildfire. Still, AMP follows all appropriate planning and
maintenance measures for its own distribution and transmission lines.
While the wildfire threat to Alameda is very low there are still potential adverse impacts
to AMP because of wildfires in the larger region and beyond. First, if any one of AMP’s
generation resources or the adjacent transmission lines are compromised because of a
wildfire, AMP will face additional costs and market exposure for replacement power.
Second, AMP will encounter some risk of exposure to PG&E’s public safety power
shutoff (PSPS) events. To date Alameda has yet to be impacted by a PSPS event. There is
however a potential scenario where enough of the incoming transmission lines to the bay
area are shutdown such that the bay area load exceeds supply and results in loadshedding. This scenario is much less likely to occur. AMP Staff along with NCPA
regularly evaluate the risks due to wildfires and develop mitigation strategies to minimize
them.
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6.

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

AMP will have a significant need for new resources by year 2030 based on the analysis
performed by staff. Staff will be using short term clean energy purchases to make up for
variations in load and supply in the short term. In the next 5-10 years, a significant number of
AMP’s long term PPAs will expire and staff will be looking to either renew the PPAs and/or add
new resources to the portfolio.
For next steps, staff will be looking at several different options for new resources, e.g. an
ongoing Request for Proposals (RFP) for new renewables with NCPA, seeking an extension for
the Western Resource and negotiating possible extensions for existing contracts.
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Appendix A:

Hourly Load Forecast

Forecasting Methodology
AMP staff continues to follow the same basic forecasting methodology as in years past with a
few modifications to improve accuracy. Staff begins with the preceding year’s load/sales actuals
as the base load in the forecast. The following years’ forecast is then modified based on various
factors affecting load like new development, EE, DG and EVs. The first major methodology
change to AMP’s FY 2021 load forecast is the introduction of the new building electrification
modifier.
Another methodology change is using weather normalization on historical load to account for
above or below average weather years. The weather normalization model is a multi-year
regression model based on three years of actual load and weather data, which is then used to
project what the load might have been with a typical meteorological year as the weather input.
Using FY 2019 data, Figure 10 shows how the individual customer classes contribute to AMP’s
total load. The Residential Class makes up approximately 36 % of the load with the combined
Commercial Classes adding 60 %; Residential and Commercial Class customers contributed 96
% to AMP’s FY 2019 load. The remaining 4 % are from the Municipal classes, the Alameda
Combustion Turbine (CT), and non-Municipal street lighting (OL).

Figure 10: Load Mix by Customer Class
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Base Load Forecasts
Residential Load Forecast
AMP has two residential customer classes, D-1 for individually metered dwellings and D-2 for
multi-family dwellings with a single meter. The D-1 class accounts for more than 98 % of all
residential customer load. The D-2 class is closed to new customer and the load is forecasted to
remain flat through the forecasting period for FY 2021 Load.
To forecast the load for the D-1 class, AMP forecasts the number of new customers in each year
of the twenty-year period. To accomplish this, AMP staff consults with the city’s planning
department, and reviews relevant city council reports and news articles to develop a forecast of
new residential developments. Staff expects significant residential growth with the potential for
adding over one-thousand new customers in 2021 and 2022.
Commercial Load Forecast
AMP has four commercial rate classes (A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4); where customer’s usage and
demand by month determines what rate class each entity is enrolled into. Currently, AMP does
not have any A-4 customers. The customers in the commercial rate classes have an average load
of approximately 210 GWh each year which is 58 % of AMP’s total load.
Figure 11 shows the Base Load scenarios from the FY 2021 Load Forecast. After staff forecasts
the base load from the projected number of new customers and the forecasted usage per
customer, additional factors that affect customer load are applied which are discussed below.

Figure 11: Base Load Scenarios (2021 – 2040)
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Load Offset Forecasts
Weather
Weather assumptions underpin several of the inputs to the load forecast including distributed
solar generation, building electrification, and energy efficiency. Each of these inputs use a
normalized TMY3 or Typical Meteorological Year 3 from nearby Oakland International Airport
as a basis for weather-driven load or solar production. The TMY3 is an average weather year
constructed from the historical period 1991 – 2005. To better align the various offsets with the
base load shape an hourly multiple linear regression was performed with historical weather and
load data to create a TMY3-based, hourly load profile for AMP. Because this dataset represents
typical rather than extreme conditions one outcome is that the resulting load shape will likely
underestimate the peak MW each year and will more accurately model the annual energy.
Distributed Generation: Solar
As of 2019, AMP’s customers have installed approximately 4,570 kW of “behind the meter”
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) capacity. Solar resources generate electricity close to end users
compared with traditional, centrally located, generators. Effectively planning for and integrated
solar resources into electricity supplies and grids is both a technical and economic challenge for
the electricity industry. The quantity of solar resources in AMP’s service territory is a key
consideration in AMP’s load forecast, as it is treated as a load-side resource and is subtracted
from the load forecast.
AMP developed a long-term PV forecast using historical adoption rates and estimates of new
construction installations due to Zero-Net Energy Title 24 requirements. Figure 12 illustrates the
resulting analysis on AMP’s distribution system. AMP estimates to have 4.5 MW of installed
behind-the-meter PV in 2020 and over 16 MW by 2030.

Figure 12: Residential Solar Interconnections Forecast (2021 -2045)
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AMP used NREL’s PVWatts software to estimate solar generation and peak demand impacts of
customer owned behind-the-meter solar PV. On average, June has the highest generation while
December produces the least generation per year. Peak production is between noon and 2 pm for
the year. Figure 13 below details each month’s average hourly solar profile.

Figure 13: Average Daily Solar Generation Profile
To calculate total solar generation, the load profile from PV watts is applied to the total installed
capacity of customer BTM solar system. Figure 14 below details the estimated hourly shape for
incremental distributed solar generation for 2025, 2030 and 2040.

Figure 14: Newly Installed BTM Solar PV Generation
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AMP estimated that distributed solar capacity begins to level off after 2030 representing a
saturation of available solar resources at customer locations. Table 3 below summarizes the
estimated installed solar capacity and annual generation in 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2040.

Year
Installed Solar
Capacity (MW)
Load (GWh)

2020

2025

2030

2040

.06

9.8

11.2

11.4

0.1

9.2

11.6

12.0

Table 3: Solar Forecast (2020 – 2040)
Transportation Electrification & Electric Vehicles
A key driver for load growth into the future is the switch to electricity as a transportation fuel.
Alameda saw the number of EVs in its service territory triple in the last 4 years and AMP
anticipates the growth rate will steadily increase. EVs make up nearly 3 percent of the total
vehicle stock in Alameda, double the EV market share of California. Staff sourced actual data for
registered vehicles by fuel type from the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and adapted
multiple EV market share forecasts from the California Energy Commission (CEC) and EV
research group, EV Adoption, to develop an EV forecast and an EV charging load forecast. Staff
used assumptions for vehicle retirements and home charging habits to modify the vehicle and
load forecasts, respectively. AMP projects approximately a twofold increase in EVs from 2020
to 2025 and nearly a fourfold increase in EV charging load by 2030 (see Table 4).
Year

2020

2025

2030

2040

EVs (Vehicles)

2,375

4,656

8,683

18,866

Load (GWh)

5.67

11.72

21.13

48.91

Table 4: EV and Charging Load Forecast (2020 – 2040)
The hourly forecast is based on an average profile for a single EV’s charging load controlling for
the whole home energy use and additional EVs. The load profile averages usage across vehicle
types, charger types, and times and duration of charging. This load shape is applied to the annual
EV charging load for each year of the forecast without including any load modification
assumptions from Time-of-use rates or behind-the-meter generation.
Building Electrification
Building electrification involves substituting electric technologies for combustion fuel
technologies, most notably, space heating, water heating and clothes dryers. Nearby cities
including Berkeley and Oakland have prohibited natural gas infrastructure in new buildings
effective 2020 and it is expected that Alameda will follow with similar initiatives in the years to
come. The switch from natural gas to electricity for new construction and the retrofit of existing
buildings will be a key driver for load growth into the future.
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Electric Appliance - Heat Pump
Space heating
Water heating
Dryer
Range/oven

Annual Usage (kWh)
2,152
1,899
222
313

Table 5. Electric Appliance Consumption
AMP projects that 76% of new residential construction and 6% of existing buildings will be allelectric by 2030. The transformation from mix-fuel buildings to all-electric buildings is
estimated to total 280 new constructed buildings and over 2,000 existing buildings by 2030 (see
Table 6).
Year
New Construction
- All Electric
Existing Building –
All Electric
Load (GWh)

2020

2025

2030

2040

0

42

280

410

153

582

2,044

10,750

0

2.5

8.5

33.4

Table 6: Building Electrification Forecast (2020 – 2040)
Energy Efficiency
AMP’s forecasted target for residential energy savings from EE is 168 MWh for FY 2021. The
cumulative energy savings from energy efficiency efforts by AMP staff is forecasted to be
approximately 2.4 GWh in FY 2040 with rebate programs for LEDs and large appliances still in
effect. Beyond AMP’s residential EE programs and lighting rebates there is an energy efficiency
effect resulting from requirements that new electrical devices must use less energy and as
household appliances continue to be replaced these savings will be realized with average
residential and commercial efficiency targets of approximately 570 MWh per year through FY
2040.
In addition, AMP has a commercial energy efficiency target of 655 MWh for FY 2021, a slight
reduction from FY 2020 targets. AMP’s energy efficiency efforts have resulted in cumulative
energy savings of 26.3 GWh reported through FY 2016. Incremental commercial energy
efficiency efforts are expected to continue with approximate targets of 335 MWh of energy
savings in FY 2040. This is consistent with the CEC codes and standards numbers in the IEPR
report. These energy savings are included in the forecast for annual residential and commercial
loads. Since the cumulative effects of energy savings are present in the base load data, yearly
incremental efficiency targets have been used for forecasting the commercial load for each
successive fiscal year.
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New Development
New development is the principle driver of load growth. The forecast is compiled with input
from city personnel at the Community Development and Planning Departments, and AMP staff.
Staff expects significant commercial floor space growth over the next five-years as development
at Alameda Point and undeveloped areas in Alameda continue. The additional load associated
with new development includes the current standards in Energy Use Intensity (EUI) and rooftop
solar. Table 7 has the forecasted commercial floor space growth by area for the larger proposed
projects and Table 8 shows the major proposed residential developments

Area
Harbor Bay Business Park
Harbor Bay Business Park
Alameda Point
Alameda Point
Alameda Point

Details

Sq. Ft. (‘000)

Time Frame

North Loop Rd, 5 Office Buildings
2900 Harbor Bay Pkwy
Site A, phase 1
Bldg. 8, Live/workspace
Kairos Power, R&D

187
173
102
280
118

2021-2022
2021-2023
2021-2022
2020-2021
2020

New Units
675
140
175
300
760

Time Frame
2021-2024
2021-2023
2021-2023
2022-2024
2022-2025

Table 7: Commercial Floor Space Growth by Area
Area
Alameda Point
Alameda Point
Alameda Landing
Alameda
Alameda

Details
Site A
Admirals Cove
Waterfront, Phase 1
Del Monte Building
Alameda Marina (Clement)

Table 8: Residential Customer Growth by Area
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Appendix B: Description of AMP’s Resources
Baseload Resources
Baseload resources are the production facilities used to meet some or all of a given region’s
continuous energy demand. They produce energy at a constant rate, typically running at all times
of the year, except for repairs or scheduled maintenance. AMP’s baseload resources come from
geothermal and landfill gas generation and are forecast to meet approximately 70% percent of
FY 2021’s estimated total load.
Geothermal - NCPA Plants 1 & 2 – Participant
NCPA entered into an agreement with the cities of Alameda, Biggs, Healdsburg, Lodi, Lompoc,
Palo Alto, Roseville, Santa Clara, Ukiah, the Plumas-Sierra Rural Electric Cooperative, and
Turlock Irrigation District on July 1, 1983, to construct, operate, and finance a geothermal
generating facility in Middletown, California. In 2012, the original debt was retired, but
additional debt has been incurred for new injection wells and generator refurbishment.
The total current NQC operating capacity for the two plants is 96 MW. The plant has a capacity
factor that is consistently above 95 percent. The total generation is currently 786 gigawatt-hours
(GWh), and is expected to decline along with the facility’s generating capacity. The average
annual cost over the next 10 years is $33.4 million, which implies an average annual cost of
$42.5/MWh. Approximately 90 percent of the facility’s costs are fixed, and the remaining are
variable.
AMP participates in 16.8825 percent of the facility, and as such receives its commensurate
portion of the capacity and generation, and pays this same portion of the associated costs
mentioned above. The facility is classified as an eligible renewable resource by the state of
California.
Geothermal – Winter Baseload – 10 MW Contract
AMP entered into a contract with Silicon Valley Power (SVP) for 10 MW of baseload energy for
5 winter months (October through February). The contract ends on December 31, 2027.
Landfill Gas - Butte - PPA
AMP entered into an agreement with Ameresco in November 2012 to purchase 100 percent of a
1.9 MW landfill gas facility located in Butte County, California. The facility has a capacity
factor of about 85 percent, but provides no capacity because of restrictions on the connecting
capacity. The average price over the remaining term is $111/MWh and the contract ends in
October 2027. The facility is classified as a California-eligible renewable resource.
Landfill Gas - Half Moon Bay/Ox Mountain - PPA
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AMP entered into an agreement with Ameresco in April 2009 to purchase 50 percent of the total
net output from 10.4 MW, or 5.2 MW, of a landfill gas facility located in Half Moon Bay,
California. Half Moon Bay has a capacity factor of about 90 percent and an NQC of 10.14 MW.
The average price over the remaining term is $65/MWh, and the contract ends in March 2029.
The facility is classified as a California-eligible renewable resource.
Landfill Gas – Pittsburg/Keller - PPA
AMP entered into an agreement with Ameresco in August 2009 to purchase 50 percent of the
output from 3.8 MW, or 1.9 MW, of a landfill gas facility located in Pittsburg, California. The
facility has a capacity factor of about 89 percent and an NQC of 3.2 MW. The average price over
the remaining term is $79/MWh, and the contract ends in July 2029. The facility is classified as a
California-eligible renewable resource.
Landfill Gas – Richmond/Republic - PPA
AMP entered into an agreement with West Contra Costa in September 2005 to purchase all of
the output from 2.0 MW of a landfill gas facility located in Richmond, California. The facility
has a capacity factor of about 84 percent and an NQC of 2.0 MW. The average price over the
remaining contract term is $59/MWh, and the contract ends in July 2020. The facility is
classified as a California-eligible renewable resource.
Landfill Gas - Santa Cruz - PPA
AMP entered into an agreement with Ameresco in January 2006 to purchase 50 percent of the
output from 2.45 MW, or 1.22 MW, of a landfill gas facility located in Santa Cruz, California.
The facility has a capacity factor of about 92 percent and an NQC of 3.04. The average price
over the remaining contract term is $66/MWh, and the contract ends in December 2025. The
facility is classified as a California-eligible renewable resource.
Intermediate Resources
AMP’s intermediate resources are small (30 MW or less) and large hydroelectric, which are
forecast to meet approximately 25 percent of AMP’s FY 2021 load.
Hydroelectric - NCPA Calaveras County Project – Project Participant
NCPA entered into an agreement with the cities of Alameda, Biggs, Gridley, Healdsburg, Lodi,
Lompoc, Palo Alto, Redding, Santa Clara, Ukiah, and the Plumas-Sierra Rural Electric
Cooperative on September 1, 1982 to construct, operate and finance the North Fork Stanislaus
River Hydroelectric Development Project (Calaveras Project). Calaveras County Water District
(CCWD) obtained water rights for the river in the 1940s, and the project was constructed
between 1985 and 1990, combining water usage and electric power in an environmentally sound
manner. NCPA operates the facilities.
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The Calaveras Project spans 60 miles of the Stanislaus River on the western slope of the Sierra
Nevadas and consists of two hydroelectric facilities – New Spicer Meadows and Collierville. The
three dams of the Upper Utica project store water and control flows to the New Spicer Meadow
Reservoir (NSMR), which stores 189,000 acre feet of water at a 6,600 foot elevation. Releases
from the NSMR go through a 5.5 MW hydroelectric plant before reaching McKays Point
Reservoir. Water is released from the McKays Point Reservoir through an 18-foot wide, 8.5-mile
long tunnel, which falls the distance of 2,270 feet to the Collierville Powerhouse turbines and
generators.
The total current NQC for the Calaveras Project is 252.86 MW: 246.86 MW from Collierville
and 6 MW from NSMR. The output of the two facilities is dependent on both water needs and
current market prices since the resource will be economic to run when market prices are
relatively high. The project’s average 10-year capacity factor is about 27 percent, but due to
recent drought conditions the capacity factor has been less than 10 percent. The facility has
primarily fixed annual costs of approximately $47 million.
AMP participates in 10 percent of the facility and pays this portion of the total project costs.
Collierville, the large hydro facility, is not a California-eligible renewable resource, but is
classified as a carbon-neutral resource by the state of California. As a small hydro facility, New
Spicer Meadow is a California-eligible renewable resource.
Hydroelectric - Graeagle – PPA
NCPA, on AMP’s behalf, entered into a PPA with Henwood Associates, Inc. (HAI) on February
1, 2010. The operating capacity for the resource is 0.44 MW and is operated by HAI. AMP
receives 100 percent of the electricity output. The generator is connected to Plumas Sierra Rural
Electric Co-op distribution system and therefore does not have an NQC capacity rating. The
average cost is approximately $88/MWh. The project has a capacity factor of about 50 percent,
and it is classified as a California-eligible renewable resource.
Hydroelectric – Central Valley Project - PPA
The Central Valley Project (CVP) is a system of 11 hydroelectric plants located in Northern and
Central California. A federal water management project, it is operated by the Western Area
Power Administration (WAPA) and provides irrigation, flood control, and municipal water to
California’s Central Valley. Its maximum operating capacity is 2,100 MW The project’s costs
are divided into two components:
1. a base revenue requirement (BRR) that covers mostly fixed costs such as debt service, as
well as any upgrades or variable costs needed to run the project, and
2. a restoration fund cost that serves to pay for environmental impacts and restorations.
The capacity factor for the facility fluctuates depending on the amount of rainfall each year. It
has reached a high over the past 10 years of close to 50 percent, but due to recent drought
conditions, has dropped to between 10 and 20 percent. The average 10-year capacity factor is
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about 27 percent. In non-drought years, AMP expects to pay an average of $39/MWh for power
from the project. However, drought conditions will increase costs significantly
The CVP plants that are 30 MW or larger (large hydro) are not California-eligible renewable
resources but are classified as carbon-neutral resources by the state of California. Those that are
less than 30 MW (small hydro) count as California-eligible renewable resources.
Intermittent Resources:
Intermittent load resources are energy sources that are not able to be instantly dispatched due to
their fluctuating nature, like wind power or solar power. The intermittent resource in AMP’s
current resource portfolio is wind, which is forecast to meet approximately 5 percent of FY
2021’s estimated total load.
Wind – High Winds - PPA
AMP entered into an agreement with PPM Energy, Inc. on December 14, 2004 for a 10 MW
portion of a 162 MW wind generation facility located in Solano County, California. The average
capacity factor has been about 29 percent, although this varies widely; the facility’s capacity
factor can range from a high of more than 50 percent in the summer months, when the wind
resource is the strongest, to a low of 10 percent or less in the winter, when wind speeds are at
their lowest. AMP pays a fixed $57.60 per MWh for the electricity generation, and the contract
ends June 2028. The wind facility is classified as a California-eligible renewable resource.
Peaking Resources:
Peaks, or spikes, in customer power demand are frequently handled by more responsive, but
often less efficient types of energy resources. AMP relies on natural gas combustion turbines
(CTs) to meet its resource capacity requirements and to improve local reliability.
Natural Gas - NCPA Combustion Turbine 1– Project Participant
NCPA entered into an agreement with the cities of Alameda, Healdsburg, Lodi, Lompoc,
Roseville, Santa Clara, Ukiah, the Plumas-Sierra Rural Electric Cooperative, and Turlock
Irrigation District on July 1, 1984, to construct, operate and finance Combustion Project Number
One (CT1), which consisted of three 22.5 MW turbine units in Alameda (2) and Lodi (1).
The total operating capacity of CT1’s three NCPA units is 73.5 MW. The Alameda units have
experienced an increase in starts over the past couple years as one of the few local generation
options available to provide voltage support. The facility has a 1 percent capacity factor, little
associated variable fuel costs, and fixed annual costs of approximately $1.4 million.
Given that AMP has about 160 percent of the capacity required by CAISO for operating
reserves, the capacity from the CTs is normally sold to other parties to offset their annual
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operating costs. As our capacity margin shrinks over the near-term these units provide AMP with
capacity certainty at a time with very limited resource capacity supply available in the market.
AMP participates in 21.82 percent of the facility and pays this portion of the total project costs.
CT1 is not an eligible renewable resource as defined by the state of California, and AMP must
purchase offsetting cap-and-trade allowances for any emissions from the plant above 25,000
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) per year, although this is unlikely to happen due
to the plant’s low operating hours.
Natural Gas – NCPA Combustion Turbine 2 – Project Participant
NCPA also entered into an agreement with the cities of Alameda, Lodi, Lompoc, and Roseville
on August 1, 1992, to construct, operate and finance Combustion Project Number Two (CT2).
This facility is a steam-injected gas turbine (STIG) and has a higher efficiency than CT1.
The total operating capacity for STIG is 49.9 MW. Similar to CT1, the plant is a peaking facility
and is only operated a few hours a year because its efficiency is 22 percent below current
combined cycle units. The facility has a capacity factor close to 0 percent, low fuel costs, and
fixed annual costs of approximately $8.3 million, which are primarily debt service.
AMP participates in 19 percent of the facility and pays this portion of the total project costs.
STIG is not a California-eligible renewable resource, and cap-and-trade compliance allowances
must be purchased for any and all emissions from STIG due to it being sited on the same piece of
property as the Lodi Energy Center project. These emissions costs combined with recent low
market prices and the relatively low efficiency of the unit make it unlikely that the unit will be
run to generate energy in the future.
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Appendix C: Acronyms List

AC Alternating Current
AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure
AMP Alameda Municipal Power
APPA American Public Power Association
BE Building Electrification
BRR Base Revenue Requirement
BTM Behind-The-Meter
CAISO California Independent System Operator
CARB California Air Resource Board
CARP Climate Action & Resiliency Plan
CCA Community Choice Aggregator
CCWD Calaveras County Water District
CEC California Energy Commission
CMUA California Municipal Utilities Association
COTP California-Oregon Transmission Project
CT Combustion Turbine
CVP Central Valley Project
DC Direct Current
DER Distributed Energy Resources
DG Distributed Generation
DMV Department of Motor Vehicles
DR Demand Response
EE Energy Efficiency
ERP Energy Resources Planning
EUI Energy Use Intensity
EV Electric Vehicles
FY Fiscal Year
GHG Greenhouse Gas
GWh Gigawatt hour
HAI Henwood Associates, Inc.
HV High Voltage
IEPR Integrated Energy Policy Report
IRP Integrated Resource Plan
kV kilovolt
LED Light Emitting Diode
LSE Load-Serving Entities
LV Low Voltage
MW Megawatt
MWh Megawatt hour
NCPA Northern California Power Agency
NQC Net Qualifying Capacity
NREL National Renewable Energy Lab
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NSMR New Spicer Meadow Reservoir
PG&E Pacific Gas & Electric
POU Publicly Owned Utility
PPA Purchased Power Agreement
PSPS Public Safety Power Shutoff
PUB Public Utilities Board
PV Photovoltaic
RA Resource Adequacy
RPS Renewable Portfolio Standard
STIG Steam Injected Generation
SVP Silicon Valley Power
TAC Transmission Access Charge
TANC Transmission Agency of Northern California
TMY3 Typical Meteorological Year 3
WAPA Western Area Power Administration
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